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Abstract
The memo is exploring possibilities to set up extraterrestrial experimental facilities
to study particles physics. The Moon is considered as the most promising location for
artificial particle sources outside the Earth. This natural satellite is surrounded with
deep vacuum, is at low cryogenic temperatures and is always facing the Earth with one
side. These features can be exploited by setting up lunar neutrino factory, which may
create a possibility for more precise measurements of oscillations and possibly mass of
neutrinos. Various types of facilities are discussed with focus on lunar linear accelerators
and nuclear reactors. The other types such as lunar colliders or even orbiting sources are
briefly mentioned too. Lunar particle accelerators pointing to Earth can also be used to
calibrate atmospheric shower models, which are the key part of cosmic rays research.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Moon-Earth neutrino long-base experiments
Main focus of this memo is discussion of particles source facility to set-up at the Moon. This
source is proposed to produce neutrinos for very long-base experiment although one can find
other applications as well. Lunar environment providing unique conditions for accelerator
setup is described. Two types of experiments measuring neutrino oscillations and its mass
are evaluated. Various particle sources, like particle accelerators or reactors, for experiments
performed on the Moon or in the Space are mentioned.
The below should be considered as a high level description of ideas for potential extrater-
restrial particle experiments. It is believed that when such projects become a reality more
ideas will come. Nowadays many projects about extraterrestrial colonization are generated
on the global scale. Government agencies and private companies are challenging these goals
in competitive manner. So, it is reasonable to assume that the idea to build lunar particle
accelerator or nuclear reactor for scientific purpose is not very remote.
1.2 Past and existing space projects in particle and astro-physics
The proposal to setup accelerators outside the Earth is not the first of its kind and must be
considered within the global trend of space exploration by humans.
BEAR (Beam Experiment Aboard a Rocket) project [1] is the very first known accelerator
in space. The respective team designed and actually launched Neutral Particle Beam linac
into the space. It is reported [2] that this project has produced 1 MeV of neutral hydrogen
beam at the height of 100 km above the Earth. RFQ-cavities, the heart of accelerator,
weighted only 55 kg [3].
Another example is DALI (”The Dark Ages Lunar Interferometer”) project, which was
proposed in 2007 [4]. This is ”a Moon-based radio telescope concept aimed at imaging highly-
redshifted neutral hydrogen signals from the first large scale structures formed during the
Universes Dark Ages and Epoch of Reionization”. The telescope will comprise of array of
antennas distributed over round area with 50 km diameter. This project is still in the stage
of technical development and is supported by NASA.
Costs associated with similar proposals are still high. However, if set-up the Linear Ac-
celerator on the Moon (LAM) should be the cheapest of its kind because:
• The Moon is the closest object to Earth;
• It has no atmosphere and is surrounded by deep vacuum and, therefore, does not require
complex vacuum pumping techniques;
• The temperature in the shadow around poles riches cryogenic levels, making it possible
to use energy-saving technologies;
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• The Moon is always turned towards the Earth with one side1. This feature is exploited
in Moon-to-Earth experiments.
Let us discuss these properties in their order.
1.3 Lunar environment
Modern acceleration technique requires low temperatures and deep vacuum. These are nat-
urally present on the Moon for free.
On a surface of the Moon temperatures vary. It ranges from −137 ° C during the night
to +120 ° C during the daylight. However, because of deep vacuum, simple artificial shadow
system, like tranches, roofs and other screens will be effective measures to keep temperatures
low always. It is reported by the Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) [5] that some places around
lunar poles 2 are permanently in shadow and the temperatures there can reach -249° C (or
+27° K). Such cryogenic temperatures help to transfer the electricity without dissipation.
The Moon has no atmosphere. For comparison, the vacuum at the surface is deeper
than that inside the LHC vacuum tube by an order of magnitude. This allows better beam
collimation and quality.
Deep vacuum and cryogenic temperatures allow for light design of experiments requiring
much less energy budget compared to one at Earth due to no dissipation and no need for
vacuum pumping.
Likely, Lunar quakes will pose the largest problem for any setup on the Moon. They
happen quite regularly [6]. Four types of quakes are known: 1) caused by meteorite crashes,
2) deep-moon (700 km deep) caused by tidal forces between the Earth and the Moon, 3)
thermal quakes caused by heating-cooling cycles coming from day-night changes (every ≈ 29
earth days), and finally, 4) shallow (20-30 km deep) quakes which are the strongest, up to 5.5
Richter scale, and are long-lasting for hours. Quakes is a major concern and 1) will require
additional knowledge whether they evenly occur over the satellite and 2) as result, special
measures to protect any lunar constructions have to be taken.
Although the construction of accelerators can be light-weight the protection against sec-
ondary radiation induced by accelerated particles will be still needed.
All these measures will require experimental and simulation studies to optimize final design
of the potential experiments and equipment.
2 Lunar neutrino experiments
2.1 Moon-Earth experiment
Moon is always turned to Earth by one side. Hence, our planet is always pinned to one point
of the lunar sky. Therefore, the neutrino beam should be set-up at the border between the
1This occurs due to tidal locking effect
2lunar poles will be mentioned later in the search of optimal position for accelerators
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Front and the Far (Dark) sides of the Moon, where the Earth is visible at the horizon. Our
planet occupies about 1.9 degrees of lunar sky. Orbital movement of Moon translates into
back and forth movement of Earth with respect lunar reference frame. Therefore, movement
of detector as a target should not exceed 2 degrees in angular size and can be targeted by the
beam smoothly.
Moon has elliptic orbit around the Earth with distances, L$, between 363,104 and
405,696 km. In addition, Earth rotation adds another 6371 km. Detector traveling between
these point will perform measurement at different distances. This corresponds to the max-
imum variation of source-to-detector distance of ∼55, 000 km with relative change of about
14.4 % of the entire distance. North and South poles at Earth experience minimal distance
variations and slowly change their position on lunar sky with 1 month period. This implies
that, for example, existing IceCube detector [7] in Antartica will be moving with minimal
angular speed across lunar sky.
2.1.1 Artificial sources of neutrino
Accelerators Most of the existing accelerators use Radio-Frequency (RF) acceleration tech-
nique. They permit high energy and high intensities, however, with complex multistage sys-
tem of intermediate accelerators, which accumulate particles and inject them by bunches into
the main accelerator. These systems are large in size, use a lot of energy and as result are
costly.
Recent advances in Plasma and Laser Wakefield Acceleration techniques (PLWA), [8] and
[9], would allow more simple and compact architecture. PLWA’s are compact, sometimes
table scale devices, with expected high energy, high luminosity, excellent collimation and
quasi-mono-energetic beams. Due to their size, PLWA has a better chance to be transported
to the Moon and to be setup there.
PLWA uses plasma wakefield formed by initially accelerated electron, proton beams or
laser photons. Such wakefield is used to boost charged particles including (beta-)ions (see
[10] and [11]). PLWA’s are developed with ambition in mind to achieve multi-TeV energies
and beyond. However, neutrino experiments proposed below require the energy of few tens
of GeV at maximum.
As it is already discussed, deep vacuum is required to maintain stability of the beam.
Significant energy resources are spent to function vacuum pumps. This comes for free at
Moon. Both, RF accelerators and PLWA, share the same features like pion beam formation
[12].
Reactors Reactors produce electron anti-neutrinos of low energy spanning from zero to
few MeV at very high intensity. They are very attractive for long-base experiments discussed
here. Nevertheless, there are negative points to operate it on the Moon. For example, nuclear
reactor is active device, which is difficult to shut down when problems occur, and, therefore, it
requires a lot of care. Cooling system uses water (or other liquid), which circulates under high
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temperature and pressure. Additional problem is energy dissipation in vacuum which is also
complicated. Therefore, reactor operation must be more complex than that at the Earth. The
level of complexity of usage of nuclear reactors in space is difficult to evaluate in such short
memo, however, such projects already exist since about 1970 3. Another potential problem,
Moonquakes, adds more requirements to safety. Overall conclusion is that the construction
of nuclear reactors on the Moon is complex but feasible.
2.2 Neutrino oscillations
2.2.1 Basic idea
Oscillations are result of the interference of mass and flavour diagrams. Standard Model
embeds three lepton generations, where their interactions are described with weak currents
proportional to neutrino mixing matrix [13].
Neutrino beams produced in mixture from neutron, pion (kaon) or muon decays of known
intensity at one end (at Moon) are registered by detectors at the other end (at Earth). During
flight superposition of mass eigenstates evolves. This can be registered through the measure-
ment of flavour eigenstates as function of ratio between distance and energy of neutrino, L/Eν .
Event rate of flavour registered in detectors while conditioned on the initial tagged flavour
state is proportional to survival probability (Psurv), which are driven by similar sinusoidal
term:
sin2
(1.267 ·∆m2ij · L$
Eν
)
(1)
where ∆m2ij mass squared difference for neutrino mass eigenstates, Eν (GeV) is energy of
neutrino and L$(km) is distance between the Moon and the Earth. Angles coming from
parameterization of Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) mixing matrix [13] govern
the amplitude of rate of observed events.
Fig.1 shows example oscillations between flavour-eigenstates of electron neutrino:
Psurv(νe → νe¯;L$/Eν) = 1− sin2(2θ12) · sin2
(1.267 ·∆m212 · L$
Eν
)
(2)
where sin2(2θ12) = 0.86 and ∆m
2
12 = 7.6 · 10−5 eV2 are chosen. The plot is made over the
distance between the Moon and the Earth, L$, with fixed energies of neutrino: Eν = 0.5,
1, 3 and 5 GeV. Oscillations due to ∆m213 ≈ ∆m223 = 2.5 · 10−3 eV2 require larger energy by
factor of 33 to produce similar dependency in Psurv(L$).
2.2.2 Precision of measurement
Estimations of event rate Let us define event rate (Rev) of accelerator neutrinos at
detector as:
Rev = f × σ × T (3)
3For example, soviet TOPAZ projects or even nuclear propulsion engines
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Figure 1: The νe(ν¯e)-survival probability as a function of distance, L$. ∆m212 = 7.6·10−5 eV2
and sin2(2θ12) = 0.86, see [14]. Neutrino energies are assumed Eν = 0.5, 1, 3 and 5 GeV.
where f is neutrino flux at detector, σ is cross section of interaction of neutrino with detector
through ν+N → µ+X process and T is total number of protons and neutrons in the target.
For on-axis neutrino beam of Eν = 10 GeV it is estimated that f ∼ 10−15 ν/(cm2 · POT).
Then, with σ ∼ 0.7 · 10−38cm−2(Eν/GeV) and T ∼ 6 · 1038 (e.g. water detector of 1 km3
or 109 kt) the event rate is Rev ∼ 4.2 · 10−14 ν/POT. Annual intensity of proton beam of
1020 POT/year gives:
Rev ∼ 4.2 · 106 ν/year (4)
Neutrino beam with energy 3 GeV will produce 4.2 · 104 ν/year events. See details of flux
calculations in Appendix A.
This estimation is really rough and is aimed to illustrate only feasibility of such project.
Some optimal experiment design has to be found as a result of interplay between statistics and
resolution of measured physics parameters. Estimated event rate does not include detection
probability. Let’s use this information further.
Distance and Energy resolution Measurement of oscillations requires knowledge of dis-
tance, L$, and energy Eν .
Any moment in time, the distance between centers of the Moon and the Earth, L$, can
be known with precision up to 1 mm (or with relative error 2.5 · 10−12) and hence is assumed
to be precise. Such distance measurement is possible due to the existence of several retro-
reflectors placed on the Moon, which are used to measure and monitor the movement of the
satellite.
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For the illustration of effect of energy resolution, toy Monte Carlo is built to simulate 10k
neutrinos with energy normally distributed and centered at Eν = {3, 5, 10} GeV with precise
energy measurement and then with measurement uncertainty of ∆Eν ≈ {0.2, 0.35, 0.7} GeV 4.
Fig.2 shows how original oscillation pattern dilutes due to energy measurement error, where
the amplitude of oscillation is sensitive to sin2(2θ12) and the period of oscillation is sensitive
to ∆m221.
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Figure 2: The νe(ν¯e) survival probability as a function of distance, L$. Theoretical and
’measured’ (marked with ’(E)’) probabilities are presented. The same physics parameters are
taken as were used in Fig. 1. Neutrino energies shown are Eν = 5.2, 5.8, 6.8, 8.0 GeV.
Similar choice should maximise the measurement precision.
Narrow band energy neutrino beam will improve this result:
• Off-beam neutrinos have narrow energy bandwidth, however, at the cost of production
intensity.
• Magnet system can select specific energy band. Intensity in this case is even smaller
than in the previous one;
Of course, narrow band energy neutrinos are registered with the same energy resolution as
mentioned above, but in such experiments the signal events can be selected with energy around
the known one, thus reducing the background neutrinos. If done, the dependency of survival
4Calculated with ∆Eν/Eν = 0.070 + 0.033/
√
Eν (from [15]), where [Eν ] = [GeV]
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probability as function of distance to the Moon will show more pronounced oscillations and,
therefore, will be more sensitive to ∆m’s.
2.2.3 Experimental aspects and systemic effects
The existing long-baseline experiments share similar systemic problems:
• the necessity to normalize ”near” and ”far” fluxes of neutrinos;
• the necessity to normalize fluxes and cross section at different energies. This is needed
to correctly translate visible event rate into survival probability and then into the mea-
surement of oscillations.
Same problems exist for experiments with accelerator and nuclear sources. Moon-to-Earth
experiment will be free from such systematic errors because oscillation scan can be done
with neutrino beam with same energy spectrum, while the target (Earth detector) moves
alongside the beam. Moreover, in this case the measurement of ∆m2 does not require absolute
normalization, while for the measurement of PMNS-matrix elements it is still required.
Through the formula (2) one can see that the precision of |∆m2| measurement is sensitive
to the precision of Eν/L$ measurement. Keeping that in mind one can use Table 14.4 in
[14] as a reference. This table quotes |∆m2|-sensitivity potential as ratio Eν/L$ (MeV/m),
which indicates that the lunar experiment has sensitivity to |∆m2| at ∼ 10−5 eV 2. This level
of precision is next to solar neutrino studies, which have best potential sensitivity. However,
although Sun produces huge amount of neutrinos, they have low energy and more difficult
to detect, their flavour mix is not known at the source and have broad energy spectrum.
Respective results have systematic error due to (solar) model dependency. The same is
true about atmospheric neutrinos as one gets dependent on cosmology physics models. This
limits the sensitivity to sinusoidal structure of oscillations measured from solar or atmospheric
sources.
2.3 Neutrino mass measurement with time of flight technique
2.3.1 Basic idea
Another possible application of neutrino beam directed to earthly detector is the measurement
of neutrino mass by using Time of Flight (ToF) technique. This technique applied to neutrino
was first proposed by G.Zatsepin in 1968 [16] to measure time-energy dependence of these
particles emitted by supernovae. This idea led to observation of SN1987a [17] neutrinos and
the measurement of upper limit on neutrino mass.
The same idea can be used to measure ToF difference between neutrino and synchronized
at source photon, δtγ,ν = tγ − tν . This allows the measurement of the mass of neutrino as:
mν =
pν
c
·
√(δtγ,ν · c
L$ + 1
)2 − 1 (5)
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By changing momentum, pν , and tγ,ν one can estimate the limits of mass measurement at
Moon-Earth distance. Such scatter plot is shown in Fig.3, where neutrino with pν = 1 keV,
L$(max) = 405, 696 km and delay of δtγ,ν ∼ 1 ns will produce the limit on neutrino mass
estimation at mν ≤ 38.7 meV. The same limit can be achieved for 10 keV neutrino, but
in this case the time precision must be at δtγ,ν ∼ 10 ps. Therefore, ToF measurement of
neutrino mass puts very strict constrains on detector properties, which has to be sensitive to
neutrinos with ∼ 1 keV momentum and with time resolution of the order of nanoseconds to
achieve mass limit of 0.1 eV. Plastic scintillators are capable to respond to the electron within
few hundreds picoseconds, however, they are not that sensitive to the keV electrons. Some
hope can be attributed to germanium detectors which demonstrate sensitivity to neutrinos in
sub-keV region and give time resolution at microseconds scale [18].
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Figure 3: Scatter plot shows relationship between ToF (X-axis), momentum (Y-axis) and
mass of neutrino (color map).
Source of low energy neutrinos is also a challenge because these neutrinos should be time
tagged at the source. It can be done by measurement of time difference between leading
photon and delayed neutrino, δtγ,ν , which are produced within same bunch. One example is
Laser wakefield accelerators emitting beta-ions and laser photons in synchronicity. Another
example is nuclear reactor equipped with selection of monochromatic neutron beam and
Fermi-chopper [19] to strobe neutrons.
High time precision involving leading photon might require some interferometer schema
(see [20]). It can have certain complications for time periods when detector is on the other
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side of the Earth and is not directly visible from the Moon. Small satellites with reflectors
positioned at Lagrange points within Earth-Moon system could solve this particular problem.
Nuclear reactors produced neutrinos at high rates of 1020 ν¯e/s per 1 GWt of power. With
acceptance of 1/(4pi · L$)2 ∼ 4 · 10−20 one can expect only 4 neutrinos to pass through 1 m3
detector per second or ∼ 108 ν¯e/year. Only fraction of these from ∼ 0.1− 5 keV energy band
can be used in this ToF experiment. Estimation of respective flux is obscured by the absence
of measurements of reactor flux in area of sub-MeV neutrinos. Additionally, at these energies
cross section of neutrino interaction with detector material is low. Nevertheless, the feeling
is the flux arriving at Earth should be very small.
These arguments suggest the use of accelerator technique as a better alternative. For
example, plasma/Laser wakefield accelerators could serve this purpose. But in general, it is
likely that such sources do not exist, because of natural limitations of neutrino production as
they have small mass (from beta-decay) or because slow protons do not have enough energy
to generate pions. The expectation is that this proposal for neutrino mass measurement with
ToF technique will produce respective ideas about how to produce highly intense beam of
slow neutrinos.
2.4 Other experiments
2.4.1 Calibration of cosmic rays physics models
Lunar accelerator can produce particles of known ID (electrons, positrons, protons, neutron,
neutrinos or ions) and with energy of known profile or even mono-energetic one. By shoot-
ing them into Earth one can better study the physics of atmospheric showers and calibrate
respective models [21] which are key part of cosmic rays physics.
For example, Laser induced electron beam can have an energy of 0.01-1 GeV. 3 mrad beam
will create 1200 km radius spot on Earth surface. Of course, beam intensity of 1015 − 1020
electrons per second will be extremely high for the living species, but it can be lowered down
to the level sufficient to calibrate the models.
2.4.2 Lightnings as spark chamber
Another interesting potential application of particle accelerator with electrons is the existence
and progressing development of ”World Wide Lightning Location Network” [22]. Again, by
shooting charged particles at locations with potential lightning can give us a possibility to
model and calibrate the response. If done so, this network can help to develop better lightning
models used as a global spark chamber with capacity still to explore for high energy and cosmic
rays physics.
2.4.3 Accelerator and detector on the Moon
Any other setup will require detectors placed locally at the Moon. Note, that since the Moon
is in the vacuum there is no need to make detector setup compact which is required at Earth
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due to space limitations in the experimental cave. Detectors can be positioned quite sparsely
with a long arm even on purpose, for example, in order to improve spacial measurements.
Large circular collider can be placed at the bottom of the large enough crater circus. Simi-
lar artificial trench and crater boundaries will be the protection for outside lunar environment
possibly inhabited with people.
2.4.4 Orbiting particle sources
One such experiment was mentioned at the beginning of the memo. However, it is difficult
to use such device as it has to constantly point to the detector on Earth. Alternatively,
accelerator can be positioned either in geo-stationary points in space or orbiting around the
Moon. In the latter case the study of the Moon structure is possible through the scan with
neutrinos.
3 Conclusions
Starting this memo author had an impression that lunar project is very remote in time
and is not possible to execute. However, by making these simple estimations and observing
determination of various governments and entrepreneurs this project seems to become feasible
in the foreseeable future. Among many other possibilities, the Moon is quite suitable place
for studies of neutrino and atmospheric showers as a link to cosmic rays physics.
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Appendices
A Flux estimation
Total neutrino flux at detector, f , can be factorised into two parts: flux of neutrino produced
from single pion, Φν , on top of flux of pions produced from single proton, η(Epi, θpi):
f = η · Φν (6)
where η is taken constant as an approximation. Flux Φν captures dependence on energy of
pion decayed into neutrino and muon, size of one dimension of detector, D, distance to it, L,
and off-beam axis, θ:
Φν(D,L, γpi, θ) =
γ2pi ·D
pi · L ·
∫ θ+D/L
θ
(1 + tan2 α)3/2
(1 + γ2pi · tan2 α)2
d cos θ (7)
which holds for relativistic pions with 1 γpi. This relationship comes from kinematics (see
(9) in [12] or (10) in [23]). The kinematic relationship between energy of pion and neutrino
is also used:
Eν =
m2pi −m2µ
m2pi
· Epi
1 + (γpiθ)2
=
m2pi −m2µ
mpi
· γpi
1 + (γpiθ)2
(8)
These expressions are used to extrapolate reported experimental data to estimate flux in lunar
experiment. For this purpose we choose MiniBooNE [24] and T2K [25] experiments. Their
respective parameters are listed in Table 1.
Experiment L, km A, m2 θ,degr Eν ,GeV Epi,GeV
MiniBooNE 0.56 ∼ 100 0 0.8 2.2
T2K 295 1600 2.5 0.6 1.9-5.4
MOON10 3.82 · 105 106 0 10 23.4
MOON3 3.82 · 105 106 0 3 7
Experiment Φν , ν/pi fexp,
ν
cm2·POT η,
pi
cm2·POT
MiniBooNE 3.17 · 10−2 5.19 · 10−10 2.0 · 10−8
T2K 5.82 · 10−7 1.59 · 10−14 2.7 · 10−8
MOON10 6.1 · 10−8 - -
MOON3 5.5 · 10−9 - -
Table 1: Summary of parameters used in calculations, where Ldet is distance to detector, A
is effective area of detector frontal to the beam, θ is off-axis angle, Eν is average energy of
neutrino, Epi is average energy of parent pion implied with use of (8), Φν is flux estimated
from (7), fexp is flux reported by experiments and η is pion flux estimated from (6). MOON10
and MOON3 are flux projections with Eν = 10 GeV and 3 GeV, respectively.
MiniBooNE value, ηMBNE = 2 ·10−8 pi/(cm2 ·POT), is chosen further. These estimations are
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rough and suffer from the following assumptions related to specifics of formation of neutrino
beam:
• energy spectrum of pions from p + Xfix → Npi + Xout and their angular spread are
neglected and replaced with single average energy and setting θpi = 0;
• dependency of proton-to-pion conversion on target material and energy is also neglected.
Impact of angular diversion of pion beam, ψ, on flux estimation is calculated. Its typical
spread is about 3σψ ≈ 1.2 mrad [26]. This effect on flux is checked via simulation of pion
beam with zero and non-zero diversions as a function of θ off-axis angle. For typical beam
imperfections of σψ < 2 mrad no significant impact is found. It starts to be visible at
σψ > 10 mrad, see 4
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
σψ, degr
10− 11
10− 10
10− 9
10− 8
Φ ν
, 1
/π
Ideal beam
σψ =  0.4 m rad
σψ =  2 m rad
σψ =  10 m rad
σψ =  333 m rad
Figure 4: Neutrino flux, Φν , as a function of θ off-axis for lunar experiment. Different pion
beam diversions are assumed, σpsi = 0, 0.4, 2, 10, 333 mrad. Dots are connected with linear
interpolation. Eν = 10 GeV.
Therefore, total neutrino flux estimations for detector of Moon-Earth experiment are:
f(Eν = 3 GeV) = 5.5 · 10−9 · 2 · 10−8 ≈ 10−16, ν
cm2 · POT (9)
f(Eν = 10 GeV) = 6.1 · 10−8 · 2 · 10−8 ≈ 10−15, ν
cm2 · POT (10)
Note, that with increase of pion energy, Epi, the beam collimation improves with Lorentz
boost quadratically.
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